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ABSTRACT

Actually, the energy consumption prediction in a smart home is an important subject of research. In this paper, we will propose a model that based on genetic algorithm that can help inhabitants and decision-makers to make the best decision, in term of energy consumption. We will implement our system, which can help the inhabitants optimize their energy consumptions using many technics as NodeMCU, cloud computing, and genetic algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We leave a great development in intelligent technologies, which merged with the city to improve the citizen livings. The concept of Smart City (SC) appears to enhance the life quality of the citizen. It has been gaining increasing importance in the agendas of policymakers [1]. Thus, the City is an urban area which is composed of many factors that are in interactions as the population, many networks as energy or water network, homes... etc. actually, the smart city is designed to optimize resources like energy, water or internet connection. To optimize the energy consumption, we can set sensors and streetlights that can gather and send information. Thus, we need to connect streets in smart city. These smart connected streetlights are the core of smart cities.

In the city, there are homes, which have peak off hours. For example, if the residential buildings like building of students, during the day, the student are in their classes or studying, therefore the demand of energy is lower. However, this is the contrast in the evening. In the commercial or administrative homes, they demand a great energy during the day but in the evening, the consumption will be lower. In addition, in the same home, we can find a peak off hours and low consumption. Thus, we must create a smart model, which can manage, regulate and optimize the energy consumption of all these types of homes. Thus, smart homes require indoor environment control system to control and manage the energy consumption while maintaining the comfort level of their occupants [2].

In this paper, we propose to use an approach which permits to perform Genetic Algorithms (GA) which can optimize the energy consumption in real-time, thus adapting rapidly the energy consumption of smart homes. Then, we develop GIS system, which allows knowing the position of home for permitting to decision makers to locate each home. Each home should associated its data like id-home, energy consumption, the billing of this home etc.
After a deep study of the subject, we find that we have three factors that can affect the energy consumption, like the time of system peak, energy costs, peak energy demand and the quantity of energy per hours...etc. In addition, we find two main energy equipment such as HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning) system and lighting systems, we can use HVAC-L system to designate these two systems.

The intelligent technologies permit to create a smart home that can facilitate the life of their occupants'. Generally speaking, smart homes are expected to address both intelligence and sustainability issues by using advanced computing systems and intelligent technologies to achieve the optimal combinations of overall citizen comfort and energy consumption [3]. In this context, we can cite that HVAC systems and lighting systems are the main energy consumers in residential, administrative or commercial buildings, this requires a driven control measures such as turning off/dimming smart lighting systems, controlling ventilation, as well as heating and cooling supplied to homes using actual home occupancy information contributes towards improving the energy performance in homes [4]. These systems consume up to 60% of the energy for homes. The rest of the energy is consumed in different kinds of equipment depending on the functionality of the home [5].

The optimization methods are an ideal approach to model the complex system because they can address complex and adaptive situations. In this paper, we will use one of these approaches, the genetic algorithm that can manage, regulate and optimize the energy consumption in a residential home. It permits also to control environmental parameters.

The Genetic Algorithm (GA) can be used essentially to reduce energy demand in a smart home that permits to optimize the energy consumption and energy cost in condition to increase the comfort level of home occupants. In this section, we present a review of state of art that using many approaches to find a compromise between energy consumption and home occupants’ satisfaction.

Hagras et al. propose to use a system to learn the thermal responses of a home to external climatic factors as well as to internal occupancy loads to reduce home energy in condition to maintain occupants’ comfort [6] while Arnold and Andersson [7] have used a predictive control approach for optimizing the operation of energy hub systems. Then, Liao and Barooah develop a Multi-Agent System to simulate the behaviours of all the occupants of a home and extract reduced-order graphical models from simulations of the agent-based model [8]. Also, Joumaa et al. developed a Multi-Agent System to manage anticipatory and reactive control of HVAC and lighting systems for homes. They use the agent-based approach because home energy consumption can be modelled by distributed systems. These systems rely on integration with facility systems and appliances through HVAC-L system and sensors [9]. We can cite also, the work of Azar and Menassa, which develops a new Agent-based approach that permits to simulate the consumption energy of in commercial building. This simulation considers occupants with different energy usage characteristics as well as potential changes to occupant using due to their interactions with the home environment and with each other [10].

All approaches that used previously try to find the potentially promising opportunity to reduce home energy through direct cooperation and coordination with home occupants in addition to improving control of home systems and energy resources. Nevertheless, there are not approaches that developed to optimize the energy consumption and satisfy the occupants’ demand comfort. In this paper, we will propose an approach based on a genetic algorithm that permits to find the optimal plan that can increase the occupants’ comfort level and optimize the energy consumption.
This paper is organized as the following. Firstly, we present some definitions for the smart home. Secondly, we describe our proposed approach, which is based on a genetic algorithm. Then, we add a conclusion and some future works.

### 2. Smart Home

The notion of the smart home is introduced in the intelligent systems, which can control the energy consumption and occupants’ comfort level. Thus, the smart home is able to manage, regulate and control its indoor environment via intelligent systems to optimize energy efficiency, occupants’ comfort level, saving resources and increase the total productivity of the system. The objective of these systems is to achieve reduced consumption energy, saving the resources and satisfy the demanded comfort of occupants by using recent technologies. The reduced consumption energy is achieved through intelligent system controlling the energy equipment such as HVAC system and light system. Saving resources consist to prevent the resources against dangers. Occupants’ satisfaction is achieved by introducing the HVAC-L values that adapt to the home environment according to occupant’s preferences. On the other hand, when the home is intelligently controlled to meet occupants’ preferences by adjusting the heating/cooling level and lighting, these preferences need to be well interpreted and learned through the feedbacks or behaviours of occupants.

In order to meet the requirements of energy efficiency and occupants’ satisfaction, many works need to be done for reducing energy consumption in the home and evaluating occupant’s comfort level in response to changes of the home environment. However, energy consumption and occupants’ comfort level usually affect each other in an opposite way [13]. Therefore, one primary goal of a smart home is to solve the conflicts between energy consumption and occupants’ comfort level. Generally, the indoor temperature, the ventilation, the air conditioning and illumination level inside the home are used as environmental parameters to evaluate occupants’ comfort level. In addition, the energy consumption is an important parameter to evaluate the system efficiency, also with the saving of usage devices against dangers, the determination of the control strategy is also important to reduce energy consumption in the home. These objectives can be achieved by the application of an intelligent controller that aims to reduce the energy consumption without decreasing the occupant’s comfort level. Figure 1 presents a house, which uses an intelligent system.

![Figure 1. A smart home.](image-url)
3. Why We Use The Genetic Algorithm In Energy Prediction System

Genetic algorithms that developed in [11] to imitate the phenomena adaptation of living beings. They are an optimization technique based on the concepts of natural selection and genetics. It searches an optimal solution among a large number of candidate solutions within a reasonable time (the process of evolution takes place in parallel). Each of these solutions contains a set of parameters that completely describe the solution. This set of parameters can then be considered as the “genome” of the individual, with each parameter comprising of one or more “chromosomes”. They allow a population of solutions to converge step by step toward the optimal solution. To do this, they will use a selection mechanism of the population of individuals (potential solutions). The selected individuals will be crossed with each other (crossover), and some will be mutating by avoiding, whenever possible, local optima. The Genetic Algorithms are used primarily to treat both problems [12].

- The search space is large or the problem has many parameters to be optimized simultaneously.
- The problem cannot be easily described by a precise mathematical model.

A. An Optimizer

It runs a genetic algorithm. Since heuristic algorithms do not guarantee to find the global optimal solution within the limited iterations, thus, we should run the genetic algorithm more than 100 times for increasing the possibility of achieving the global optimization, saving energy resources and meet occupants preferences. In principle, more runs of the optimization algorithm will lead to a higher probability of achieving better results, but it will inevitably take more computational time. After many trials, it was found that 100 is a reasonable number of runs for balancing the solution quality and computational time cost.

B. Simulator

Each genetic algorithm is associated with a simulator that is used to discover the occupants’ comfort level and optimized energy consumption in the prevailing conditions. The results of simulator could be optimized to achieve a satisfactory balance between discovery time and system performance. The optimizer repeatedly runs the energy flow simulations for every time and calculates the satisfaction of occupants comfort. The best occupants’ comfort level is then used to generate the subsequent generation of general occupants comfort levels, and over a number of generations, the best candidate comfort level is identified.

C. Comfort Model

The comfort model permits to control the indoor environment in the smart home via computer techniques to optimize energy consumption, satisfy occupants’ comfort, saving energy resources and increase the system productivity. In order to meet the compromise between energy efficiency and occupants’ comfort level, the sensor of the home needs to evaluate the energy consumption and occupant’s comfort level in real-time in response to changes of the indoor environment. Occupants’ comfort level is related to both the condition of the environment and occupant’s preferences over the environment. In order to evaluate the occupants’ comfort in the living environment, environmental parameters can be used as indices to form the function of occupant’s comfort by using the actual value of the corresponding environmental parameters and occupant’s preferences of these parameters. Generally, the indoor temperature, the illumination level, the air conditioning and ventilation inside the home are used as parameters to evaluate occupants’ comfort level.
D. Chromosome Structure

To apply the genetic algorithm, we should define the genes’ and the chromosomes’ structure. The gene can be characterized by its identifier and a set of values of HVAC-L systems that can be applied to perform the optimal energy consumption and satisfy the occupants’ comfort level. We use multiple forms to coding the genes. Firstly, we use the strings to coding the identifiers, and then we use a real number for coding the values of temperatures, the ventilation, the air conditioning, and lighting system. Figure 2 presents the structure of the gene.

![Gene Structure](image)

**ID-Room**: room identify in the building,

**H**: heating system,

**V**: ventilation system,

**AC**: Air Conditioning system,

**L**: light System.

Figure 2. Genes’ structure of the room.

The chromosome represents a sequence of genes of the different room that can be the best solution of the HVAC-L system values. To identify the best chromosome from the population, the optimizer runs a genetic algorithm with its different classic steps, as selection, crossover, and mutation. Each home has a simulator, which permits it to identify the best available solution from the population; the optimizer repeatedly runs the energy consumption simulator for each HVAC-L system in a given generation. The values that are found by their optimizers are used as sub-values to generate the final solution of the current energy consumption of HVAC-L system. After a number of generations, the best candidate values of HVAC-L system are identified. Figure 3 shows an example of a solution that is found by the genetic algorithm.

![Chromosome Example](image)

Figure 3. the Chromosome of the solution.

E. Genetic Algorithm Steps

a) Initialization

The initialization operator determines how each chromosome is initialized to participate in the population of the genetic algorithm. Here, the chromosome is filled with the genetic material from which all new solutions will evolve. In this work, we will use the Steady State to initial the generation process and select the population of the genetic algorithm for the next generation. First, Steady State creates a population of individuals by cloning the initial chromosomes. Then, at each generation during evolution, it creates a temporary population of individuals, adds these to the previous population and then removes the worst individuals in order that the current population is returned to its original size. This strategy means that the newly generated offspring
may or may not remain within the new population, dependant upon how they measure up against the existing members of the population.

b) Crossover

The crossover operator defines the procedure for generating a child from two parent chromosomes. The crossover operator produces new individuals as offspring, which share some features taken from each parent. The probability of crossover determines how often crossover will occur at each generation. In this approach, we will use the single point crossover strategy was adopted for all experiments. In this paper, the results for all experiments presented were generated using a crossover percentage of 50%, which is to say that at each generation 50% of the new population is generated by splicing two parts of each chromosome’s parents together to make other chromosomes. Figure 4 shows the crossover operator.

![Figure 4. Crossover operator.](image)

c) Mutation

The mutation operator is very important. It defines the procedure for mutating the chromosome. Mutation, when applied to a child, randomly alters a gene with a small probability. It provides a small amount of random search that facilitates convergence at the global optimum. The probability of mutation determines how much of each genome's genetic material is altered, or mutated. If the mutation is performed, part of the chromosome is changed. The mutation should not occur too often, as this would be detrimental to the search exercise. In this work, the results presented here were generated using a 1% mutation probability, which was determined experimentally, using a single case of vector HVAC-L system. We present the random mutation in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Mutation operator.](image)

d) Evaluation of Solutions

We can say that the success of any discrete optimization problem rests upon its objective function, the purpose of which is to provide a measure for any given solution that represents its relative quality. In our resolution method of consumption energy problem in smart homes, the
objective function used here works by calculating and summing the penalties associated with the temperature, the illumination, the indoor air quality and ventilation within our state representation. Thus, we will use the objective functions to evaluate solutions of the energy consumption problem and examines the weighted relationship between the actual measured values of the temperature, the ventilation, the indoor air quality, illumination level and values of occupants’ comfort level according to these four parameters. The objective functions used to evaluate solutions requires a number of definitions that model the problem underlying structure, specifically:

- \( R = \{R_1, R_2, R_3, \ldots, R_n\} \) is the set of all room in the home,
- \( H = \{H_1, H_2, H_3, \ldots, H_m\} \) is the set of all heating systems in the home,
- \( L = \{L_1, L_2, L_3, \ldots, L_n\} \) is the set of all illumination systems in the home,
- \( A = \{A_1, A_2, A_3, \ldots, A_m\} \) is the set of all air conditions in the home,
- \( V = \{V_1, V_2, V_3, \ldots, V_n\} \) is the set of all ventilation system in the home,
- \( H_m, L_m, A_m, V_m \) are the measured values of the temperature, the illumination, and the indoor air quality and ventilation respectively.
- \( H_c, L_c, A_c, V_c \) are the comfort values of the temperature, the illumination, and the indoor air quality, respectively.
- \( N_1, N_2, N_3, \text{and } N_4 \) is the all number of the temperature, the illumination, and the indoor air quality and ventilation system respectively.
- \( [T_{\min}, T_{\max}] \) represent the interval time where the values of three parameters were measured.
- \( [C_{\min}, C_{\max}] \) represent the comfort range. This range can be defined by customers.
- \( [E_{\min}, E_{\max}] \) represent the consumption energy range.

Two important parameters are in our approach, the assigned energy to the HVAC system \( E_H \) and the assigned energy to the lighting system \( E_L \).

In this context, we have mainly two important functions \( f(C) \) and \( f(E) \) which permits to evaluate the performance and efficiency of the proposed approach. These two functions are calculated by the genetic algorithm.

The objective of this optimization mechanism is to maximize occupants’ comfort \( f(C) \) and to minimize the total energy consumption \( f(E) \) for evaluating the performance and the efficiency of our system. Firstly, we have

\[
f(C) = C_1 \cdot H_m / H_c + C_2 \cdot L_m / L_c + C_3 \cdot V_m / V_c \tag{1}
\]

\( C_1, C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) are the user-defined weighting factors, which indicate the importance of three comfort factors and resolve the possible equipment conflicts. These factors take values in the range of \([0, 1]\). Occupants can set their own preferred values in different situations according to the season or the occupancy period. As we said previously, since occupancy period has a profound influence on energy savings, it should be taken into account in the control strategy design. In the occupied hours, the genetic algorithm activates the optimizer to tune the set point in order to obtain the acceptable indoor visual comfort with minimized energy. Otherwise, the genetic algorithm turns off all the resource lights and keep the blind position to save energy if there are no occupants in the home. The objective function is defined in equation (1), and the optimization goal is to maximize these objective function. Since the ratio between the measured value and comfort value determined by occupants introduced via a graphic interface, it has an
important role in achieving the control goal. Thus, it permits to increase the occupants’ comfort level and optimize the energy consumption.

The second objective function permits to control the energy consumption in the indoor environment of the home. The objective of this function consists to minimize the total energy consumption of HVAC-L system. Thus, we can define this objective function as the following.

\[ f(E) = E_{HVAC} + E_L \]  

(2)

\( E_{HVAC} \) and \( E_L \) represent the consumption energy of HVAC system and the lighting system, respectively.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present a case study that illustrates how to design the genetic algorithm of our system. In addition, we use Java (https://www.java.com/fr/) to implement the different steps of the genetic algorithm like a crossover operator, mutation operator, and the evaluation function. Thus, in the experimentation, we use a residential building; it aims at providing a comfortable environment for all occupants inside the home. Firstly, the room uses the sensor to learn the HVAC-L data, which can be used as input in the genetic algorithms. The occupants (users) can introduce their preferences in the profile via a graphic interface. The genetic algorithm runs the optimizer that can find the optimal values of HVAC-L system, which allow optimizing the energy consumption and increasing the occupants’ comfort level. Figure 6 shows the graphic interface.

![Figure 6. Graphic interface (1) sensor values (environment), (2) results of GA, (3) fitness.](image)

The data which used in the simulation, they were gathered in the period 01 June – 30 July with a calculation frequency of 20 iterations per hour. The simulation was started in June because, during this period, south zones consume more energy. To calculate the comfort function \( f(C) \), we will use two parameters; temperature, lighting and air quality, thus the vector of weighting factors is \( (C_1, C_2, C_3) = (1, 1, 1) \).

In this simulation, we use the air quality index, which presented respectively in Table 1.
Most occupants in a home can tolerate a certain degree of discomfort. This is mainly because most people are insensitive to temperature variations within several Celsius degrees. Therefore, instead of a single temperature point, a range of temperature may be felt comfortable for occupants. The temperature outside of this range will be felt uncomfortable for most occupants, and user’s satisfaction will decrease dramatically with the temperature that goes far from the comfort range. In Table 2, we present the different intervals of temperature values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature interval</th>
<th>category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[-3,-1]</td>
<td>Very cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0,7]</td>
<td>Cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8,16]</td>
<td>Slightly cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17,31]</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32,41]</td>
<td>hot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 3, we introduce the different intervals of occupants’ satisfaction and the energy consumption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Parameters</th>
<th>Unacceptable</th>
<th>Less satisfaction</th>
<th>Highly satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occupants’ satisfaction</td>
<td>[1,4.5]</td>
<td>[5,8]</td>
<td>[8.5, 10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy consumption (KWh)</td>
<td>[25,30]</td>
<td>[20,25]</td>
<td>[15,20]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To control the different systems, the genetic algorithm uses some data of the HVAC-L system. As we know, to maintain a higher occupants’ comfort level, we must increase the energy consumption. Whereas, the GA of smart home tries to find a compromise between the energy consumption and the higher occupants’ comfort level. Thus, it should find the optimized values to determine energy consumption dispatched to both the HVAC system and the lighting system.

Remember that the objectives of this self-optimization mechanism are to maximize occupants’ comfort level and to minimize the total energy consumption of the smart home. In Figure 7, we state different values of parameters; temperature, light and humidity.
According to the case studies and simulation results, the proposed approach is capable of managing, regulate and controlling the home effectively to satisfy occupant’s comfort and optimize energy consumption.

5. CONCLUSION

In this work, a GA is developed to manage, control and regulate the home indoor area. The genetic algorithm used for optimizing consumption energy of the homes and increase occupants’
comfort level. The simulator, which associated with the genetic algorithm, can execute a simulation that permits to find the optimal scheme that can save the energy resources in the home and increase their performances. In addition, the occupants of the smart home can introduce their preferences and a substantial degree of intelligence enhances the operability of the control system via the graphic interface. Our proposed approach provides a strong and open architecture in which the genetic algorithm can be easily configured, and new function can be added without changing the architecture of the system. Thus, the proposed approach has attained the compromise between the energy consumption and occupants’ comfort level. The main problem of the genetic process is consumption time. In future works, it would be of great importance to analyze the execution time of different tasks in the genetic process. In addition, we can propose to use the same approach in the water consumption because it presents a great problem for the citizen in the smart cities.
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